SedoMLS Partner Case Study: Sav.com
How Sedo helps registrars
create additional revenue
streams with domains

Introduction
In early 2020, Sav.com implemented the complete suite of options of the SedoMLS product. As a
new domain name registrar, Sav.com saw the importance of providing its registrants with the ability
to purchase already registered domains in addition to the available domains provided by the registries. By implementing SedoMLS, Sav.com gave its users full access to the domain secondary market
including the ability to purchase over 19M names listed by current domain owners on Sedo.com, to
pursue purchases of domains that have not been listed by their owners, and to help sell their
customers’ and their own domains.
Sav.com is a domain name registrar and marketplace designed to attract end-user entrepreneurs and SMBs as well as domain investors. They see a direct connection between helping their users find the best domain name, furthering their mission of empowering creators to succeed online, and supporting domain investors in generating
a strong return on their domain portfolios by generating more retail-priced domain
sales.
Now, a few months into their SedoMLS integration, we developed a case study with
the help of Sav.com Founder and CEO, Anthos Chrysanthou. By digging into their experience, we hope to demonstrate the benefits of joining SedoMLS directly from one of our
very active partners.
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For more information on SedoMLS please visit our website: https://sedo.com/us/what-weoffer/registrar-services/.
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Referring a user off of their site is concerning
for any internet company. However, Sedo is
the only registrar partner in the domain industry who promotes the registrar’s services
to the referred domain buyer and then shepherds them back to the registrar to register
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SedoMLS Premium is more technically complicated to implement than SedoMLS Platinum
but Sav.com decided it was worth the investment to increase the probability of a successful sale. Implementing SedoMLS Premium for
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Special Discounting on Premium Domains
Another advantage of SedoMLS Premium is
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Sav.com was one of the first registrars to provide a discount on these premium domain
names. But you are probably wondering why
these types of discounts make sense for other SedoMLS registrar partners?

Anthos sees the same opportunity with domains on the secondary market and is competitively pricing them to secure new customers. He went on to explain his thought
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Listing Domain Names for Sale
through SedoMLS
Sav.com also opted to implement the listing
side technology of SedoMLS which allows
them and their users an easy, straightforward process to list domains for sale at Sedo
and on the SedoMLS network.
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Conclusion
With this partnership, like all of our SedoMLS relationships, we are happy to be solving and supporting our partners with some of their biggest business hurdles. By implementing SedoMLS,
registrar customers can access a one stop domain shop and have all of their needs met in one
place. This increases not only their level of customer satisfaction but will further cultivate their
loyalty towards the registrar.
Sav.com founder and CEO, Anthos Chrysanthou, could not have summed up better what we
hope to achieve with this type of partnership, “Ever since partnering with SedoMLS, from the
integration side of things to all of the technical touchpoints and development aspects, our experience working with Sedo has been world class. They continue to help us execute our goals and
strategic vision. We look forward to working together and growing this partnership even more
for a long time to come.”

We couldn’t be more excited to be partnering with registrars big and small such as Sav.com
and be able to witness their consistent successes and sales accolades.
To recap, implementing SedoMLS,
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